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Abstract 
A digraph T is called a local tournament if for every vertex x of T, the set of in-neighbors 
as well as the set of out-neighbors of x induce tournaments. We give characterizations of gener- 
alized arc-pancyclic and strongly path-panconnected local tournaments, respectively. Our results 
generalize those due to Bu and Zhang (1996) about arc-pancyclic local tournaments and about 
strongly arc-pancyclic local tournaments, respectively. Moreover, these also extend the corre- 
sponding results in Tian et al. (1982) and Zhang (1982) for tournaments. 
1. Introduction 
A digraph D is arc-k-cyclic if each arc of D is contained in a k-cycle. An arc 
of a digraph D is said to be pancyclic if it lies on a k-cycle for each k satisfying 
3 ~<k ~<]V(D)t. A digraph D is arc-pancyclic if every arc of D is pancyclic. 
in 1967, Alspach [1] proved that every regular tournament is arc-pancyclic. Since 
then, the investigation of arc-pancyclic tournaments has been extensive (see, for exam- 
ple, [18 20]). Tian et al. [19] determined completely the structure of all arc-3-cyclic, 
but not arc-pancyclic tournaments ( ee Corollary 3.9 below). Using this result, Wu et al. 
[20] showed that a tournament on n vertices is arc-pancyclic if and only if it is arc-3- 
cyclic and arc-n-cyclic (see Corollary 3.1(I below). 
A digraph D is arc-k-anticyclic (k >~ 3) if for each arc xy of D, there is an (x, y)-path 
of length k - 1 (such a path is called a bypath of the arc xy). An arc of a digraph 
D is said to be pananticyclie if it has a bypath of length k for each k satisfying 
2 ~<k ~< [V(D) I -  1. A digraph D is arc-pananticyclic f each arc of D is pananticyclic. 
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A digraph is strongly arc-k-cyclic if it is arc-k-cyclic and arc-k-anticyclic. A digraph 
is strongly arc-pancyclic if it is arc-pancyclic and arc-pananticyclic. 
There are many results for strongly arc-pancyclic tournaments ( ee [18, 21-23]). 
Zhang [21] characterized the strongly arc-pancyclic tournaments ( ee Corollary 4.7 
below). So, the path-connectivity of tournaments i  well studied. 
In 1990, Bang-Jensen [2] introduced a very interesting eneralization of tournaments 
- -  the class of locally semicomplete digraphs. A digraph D is locally semicomplete if 
for every vertex , the set of in-neighbors as well as the set of out-neighbors ofx induce 
semicomplete digraphs (a digraph is semicomplete if for any two different vertices 
x and y, there is at least one arc between them). 
A local tournament is a locally semicomplete digraph without a cycle of length two. 
It is obvious that the class of local tournaments i  a superclass of toumaments. 
Since their introduction by Bang-Jensen, locally semicomplete digraphs have been 
intensively studied (e.g. [2-16]). 
Recently, Bu and Zhang [7, 8] considered the arc-pancyclic local tournaments ( ee 
Corollaries 3.6 and 3.7) and the strongly arc-pancyclic local tournaments ( ee Corol- 
lary 4.6), respectively. 
In this paper, we shall consider the path-connectivity between any two vertices of 
a local tournament. 
A digraph D is said to be generalized arc-pancyclic if D is arc-pancyclic and for 
any two nonadjacent vertices x,y E V(D), there are an (x,y)-path of length k and 
a (y,x)-path of length k for each k E {2,3 . . . . .  IV(D)[-  1}. 
A digraph D is strongly path-panconnected if for any two vertices x, y E V(D) and 
any integer k with 2 ~< k ~< [V(D)[- 1, there is an (x, y)-path of length k and a (y,x)-path 
of length k in D. 
We give characterizations of generalized arc-pancyclic and strongly path-pancon- 
nected local toumaments, respectively. Our results (see Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 and their 
corollaries) generalize those due to Bu and Zhang about arc-pancyclic local tournaments 
and about strongly arc-pancyclic local toumaments, respectively. Moreover, these also 
extend the corresponding results for tournaments. 
2. Terminology and preliminaries 
We only consider finite digraphs without loops and multiple arcs. The vertex set and 
the arc set of a digraph D are denoted by V(D) and E(D), respectively. 
If xy is an arc of D, then we say that x dominates y. More generally, if A and B 
are two disjoint subdigraphs of D such that every vertex of A dominates every vertex 
of B, then we say that A dominates B, denoted by A ~ B. 
The outset of a vertex x of a digraph D is the set N+(x) = {y [xy E E(D)}. Simi- 
larly, N-(x)  = {y[yx EE(D)} is the inset of x. More generally, for a subdigraph A
of a digraph D, we define its outset by N+(A) = Uxcv(A)N+(x) --A and its inset by 
N-(A) = Uxcv(A)N-(x)-A. Every vertex of N+(A) is called an out-neighbor of A 
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and every vertex of N-(A)  is an in-neighbor of A. The neighborhood of A is defined 
by N(A) ~- N+(A) U N- (A) .  
The subdigraph of D induced by a subset A of V(D) is denoted by D(A). In addition, 
D - A = D(V(D) -A ) .  
Paths and cycles in a digraph are always directed. A path from x to y is called an 
(x, y)-path. A k-cycle is a cycle of length k. 
A strong component H of D is a maximal subdigraph such that for any two vertices 
x,y  c V(H), the subdigraph H contains an (x,y)-path and a (y,x)-path. A digraph D 
is strong if it has only one strong component, and D is k-connected if for any set A of 
at most k -  1 vertices, the subdigraph D-A is strong. 
A digraph is connected, if its underlying raph is connected. In this paper, we only 
consider connected igraphs. 
If we replace every arc xy of D by yx, then we call the resulting digraph (denoted 
by D -1 ) the converse digraph of D. 
We note that the converse of a locally semicomplete digraph is also locally semi- 
complete. In addition, if D is a locally semicomplete digraph and A C V(D), then D-A 
is still locally semicomplete. 
For the proofs in this paper, we need the following known results. 
Theorem 2.1 (Bang-Jensen [2]). A connected locally semicomplete digraph contains 
a Hamiltonian path and every strong locally semicomplete digraph has a Hamiltonian 
cycle. 
Proposition 2.2 (Bang-Jensen [3]). Let D be a locally semicomplete digraph and let 
Pi = xlx2 ...Xp and P2 = YlY2 ...Yq be two vertex dgjoint paths in D with p>~2 and 
q >~ 1. I f  there are two integers i and j with 1 <~ i < j <<. p such that xi yl , yqXj are two 
arcs o lD,  then D has an (xl,Xp)-path P such that V (P )= V(PI)U V(P2). 
Theorem 2.3 (Bang-Jensen [2]). Let D be a connected locally semicomplete digraph 
that is not strong. Then the followin 9 holds: 
(a) I f  A and B are two strong components of D, then either there is no arc between 
them or A ---* B or B ~ A. 
(b) I rA  and B are two strong components o lD  such that A dominates B, then t[ 
and B are both semicomplete digraphs. 
(c) The strong components of D can be ordered in a unique way D1,D2 . . . . .  Dp 
such that there are no arcs from D i to Di for j> i ,  and D i dominates Di+l .for 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  p -1 .  
The unique sequence DI,D2 . . . . .  Dp of the strong components of D in Theorem 2.3(c) 
is called the strong decomposition of D with the initial component DI and the terminal 
component Dp. 
Proposition 2.4 (Guo [10]). I f  D is a 2-connected local tournament and x, y are two 
vertices of D such that D has three internally disjoint (x, y)-paths of length at least 2, 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. ~3-type digraph. 
then D contains a Hamiltonian path f rom x to y, unless D is isomorphic to T~ or 
to T 2 (Fig. 1). 
Now we prove the following statements, which will be used in the proofs of  the 
main theorems in the following two sections. 
We first determine the structure of  a connected, arc-3-cyclic local tournament that 
is not 2-connected. 
Theorem 2.5. Let T be a connected, arc-3-cyclic local tournament that & not 
2-connected. Then T is isomorphic to a ~3-type digraph (see Fig. 2, where T,. is 
an arc-3-cyclic tournament for  i = 1,2). Furthermore, T is arc-pancyclic, but not 
strongly path-panconnected. 
Proof. Since T is connected and arc-3-cyclic, it is strong. Let s be a separating vertex 
of  T and let T1, T2,... ,  Tp be the strong decomposition of T-s .  It is clear that N+(Tp) = 
{s} = N-(T1) .  Suppose that T contains an arc a--~ s with a E V(TI ). Then every arc 
from a to T2 is not in a 3-cycle. This contradicts the assumption that T is arc-3-cyclic. 
Therefore, s ~ TI. Similarly, we can show that Tp ~ s. 
Suppose p ~> 3. Let a ~ b be an arc from TI to T2. Since a ~ b is in a 3-cycle, we see 
that b ---, s. But now, no arc from b to /'3 is in a 3-cycle, a contradiction. Therefore, 
T -  s contains exactly two strong components. It follows that T is isomorphic to 
a ~3-type digraph, where TI and /'2 are arc-3-cyclic tournaments. 
Now we shall show that T is arc-pancyclic. Because Ti is strong, it contains 
a Hamiltonian cycle for i = 1,2 (see [17] or Theorem 2.1). Let al ...a~al (~ >>- 1) 
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and bl . . .  bi~bl (//>~ 1) be Hamiltonian cycles of T1 and T2, respectively. Since Tj ---+ 
T2 ---+ s ~ T1, it is not difficult to see that every arc from s to /'1 or from TI to T2 or 
from T2 to s is pancyclic. So, it remains to consider the arcs in ?'1 and T2. 
Suppose c~ ~> 3. Let ai 4--4 a j  be an arbitrary arc of Ti. If Tl --ai is strong, then 
it has a Hamiltonian cycle, and hence T1 has a Hamiltonian path starting with the 
arc a i ~ a j .  In the case that T1 -a i  is not strong, since Tl is arc-3-cyclic and not 
2-connected, TI has the same structure as T and aj is a vertex of the initial component 
of  TI - ai, and hence T1 also has a Hamiltonian path starting with the arc ai --~ ai. 
Using the structure of T, it is not difficult to check that the arc a ia j  is pancyclic. 
Similarly, if/~/> 3, then we can show that every arc of T2 is also pancyclic. Therefore, 
T is arc-pancyclic. 
Since T contains no Hamiltonian path from s to any vertex of T~, T is not strongly 
path-panconnected. [] 
Lemma 2.6. Let T be a connected, arc-3-cyclic local tournament on n vertices. I[  T 
contains a path P = ala2.. .ak with 3<~k<<,n- 1, but there is" no path f rom al to 
ak o f  length k, then for  every vertex v ([ V(P), there exist two integers #(v) and v(v) 
with l <,#(v)<v(v)<,k such that 
X+(v)N V(P)= {al,a2 . . . . .  a~(v)} and X (v) N V(P)= {a~(~,),a,,(~.)+l . . . . .  ak}. 
Furthermore, the subdigraph T -  V(P)  is a tournament. 
Proof. Let H = V(T - V(P)).  We first show that N+(v) n V(P) ¢ 13 and N-(v )  N 
V(P) ¢ 13 for each v E H N N(P).  Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a vertex 
v E H n N(P)  with N+(v) n V(P) = 13. Then it is easy to see that ak --~ v. Since akv is 
in a 3-cycle, there is a vertex w with v ~ w ~ ak. Clearly, w C H. If w has at least 
one in-neighbor in P, then it is easy to check that w can be inserted into P to form an 
(al, ak)-path of length k, a contradiction. Therefore, N-(w)n  V(P) = 13. It follows that 
w ~ P. Since wal is in a 3-cycle, there is a vertex z such that al ~ z ~ w. Obviously, 
z E H. But now, ajzwa3 ... ak is a path of length k, a contradiction. Similarly, we can 
show that N-(v )  N V(P) ¢ 13 for each v~H n V(P). Therefore, if a vertex vEH 
belongs to N(P) ,  then v has out- and in-neighbors in P. 
Suppose that H contains a vertex which is not in N(P) .  Since T is strong, there is 
an arc u -+ v from H-  N(P)  to N(P) .  From the proof above, we see that v has at 
least one in-neighbor in P. Since T is a local tournament, u is adjacent to at least one 
vertex of P, a contradiction. Therefore, every vertex of H belongs to N(P).  
Altogether, we have shown that every vertex v E H has at least one in- and out- 
neighbor in P. Let 
p(v) = max{/I v ~ ai} and v(v) = min{ j la  j -+ v}. 
From the assumption that T contains no path from al to ak of length k, it is easy to 
check that N+(v) n V(P) = {al, a2 . . . .  , au(v)} and N-(v )  O V(P) = {avo,), a,,(~:)+~ . . . . .  a~ }. 
Since H ~ al and T is a local tournament, T(H} = T - V(P) is a tournament. 
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Lemma 2.7. Let  T be an arc-3-cyclic, 2-connected, local tournament on n vertices. 
Suppose that T contains a path P = a la2. . .ak  with 4 <~k <~n - 1 and there exist two 
integers 12, v with 2 <~ l~ < V <<, k - 1 such that 
N- (H)  N V(P)  = B ~ H ~ A = N+(H)  A V(P), 
where H = V ( T - V ( P ) ), B = { av, av+ l . . . . .  ak } and A = { aa , a2 . . . . .  au }. I f  T contains 
no path f rom al to ak o f  length k, then the following statements are true. 
(a) N+(au)nB = {a~} or N- (a~)AA = {au}. 
(b) I f  N+(au)A  B = {av}, then T(B) is a tournament containing a unique (a~,ak)- 
path; i f  N - (a~)nA =- {au}, then T(A) is a tournament containing a unique 
(al, a u)-path. 
(c) The inequality v<~p + 2 holds. Furthermore, i f  v = It + 2, then A --+ au+l ~ B 
and 
N+(au)NB----  {au+2} and N- (a~+z)AA = {a~}. 
Proof. Let z be a vertex of  H. Since the arc za u is in a 3-cycle and H---~A, a u has 
at least one out-neighbor in B. Similarly, N-(av)N A ¢ O, since the arc avZ is in 
a 3-cycle. Suppose that ai --~ av and a u ~ aj for some i , j  satisfying 1 ~<i<p and 
v<j<~k,  respectively. I f  v = # + 1, then al . . .a iav. . .a j -~zai+l  . . .a~a j . . .ak  is a path 
of  length k, a contradiction. So we assume that v ~> # + 2. Because au ~ {a~+l, aj} and 
a~+l,Z are nonadjacent, a~+l ~ aj. Successively, we deduce that {au+l . . . . .  av_l} ~ a]. 
Thus, al ... aia . . . .  aj- lzai+l ... a~.. .  av - la j . . ,  ak is a path of  length k, a contradiction. 
Hence, N+(a~) NB = {av} or N-(a~)  AA = {au}. This proves (a). 
To prove (b), we first assume that N+(a~)AB = {av}. Clearly, T(B) is a tournament. 
Suppose that T(B) contains an arc aiaj with j ~> i+2 (this means that T(B) contains at 
least two different (a~,ak)-paths). Since the arc ai+lz is in a 3-cycle, there is a vertex 
al with z --~ aE ~ ai+l. From the assumption N+(a~)A B = {a~}, we see that f<#.  
But now, al . . .afai+l . . .a j - lza¢+l . . .a ia j . . .ak  is a path of length k, a contradiction. 
Therefore, T(B) contains the unique (av, ak)-path a~av+l . . .ak. Similarly, it can be 
shown that if N-(a~)n  A = {a~}, then T(A) is a tournament containing a unique 
(aa, a~)-path. 
Now we shall prove (c). Suppose v~># + 2. Let F = {a~+l . . . . .  a~-l}. It is easy 
to see that N+(F)NA ---- 0 and N-(F )N  B = 0. I f  IFI/>2 and T(F)  is not strong, 
then every arc between any two strong components of  T(F)  is not in a 3-cycle, a 
contradiction to the assumption that T is arc-3-cyclic. Hence, v ---- /t + 2 or T(F)  is 
strong. Since T is 2-connected, we have IN - (F )  NA 1/>2 and IN+(F) NB I ~>2. From 
the conclusions above and the fact that T(F)  has a Hamiltonian cycle, it is not difficult 
to check that {a~-l,a~} --~ F ~ {av, av+l}. In addition, a~ --~ av by (a). 
Suppose that there is no arc between al and F. Then al ~ a~. Because o fa~- I  ~ F, 
/t~>3. Now we see that ala~avza2 ...a~-la~t+l . . .av-lav+l . . .ak is of length k, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore, al EN(F) .  It is straightforward to verify that al ~ F. Similarly, 
we can show that F ~ ak. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. (a) 5/6-type digraph; (b) c/~-type digraph. 
If IF] ~> 2, then at a,,+2a/,+3 ... a,_ iza2 ... a,+l a, is a path of length k, a contradiction. 
Hence, v - / t  + 2 holds. It is a simple matter to check that A -~ a,,~ i -+ B. 
According to (a), we may assume without loss of generality that N+(a , )~ B - 
{¢,,+2}. If there is a vertex ai with 1 ~<i<lt and ai ~ a ,<,  then 
at . . .a ia j~-2al i -3 . . .ak_ lZai+la i+2. . .au i lak  
is of length k, a contradiction. Tberefi)re, N-(a , ,2 )N  A {a,}. ~,2 
3. Generalized arc-pancyclic local tournaments 
We first determine when two prescribed vertices x ,y  with x .v~E(T)  are connected 
by an (x,y)-path of length k for each k >~2 in an arc-3-cyclic local tournament 72 
Theorem 3.1. Let T be an arc-3-cyclic local tournament on n t,ertices and let x and v 
he two distinct vertices o fT  with . ryf{E(T) .  Then T contains an (x,y)-palh o[ 
lenqth k for  each k satisfying 2 <~ k <~ n-  1, unless T is isomorphic to one q f  { T~. T~ } 
(see Fig. 1) or to a ~2-type di~Iraph or to a @~,-type dioraph (see Fiq. 3 ). 
In Fig. 3, the arc from y to x can occur or not, the orientation of the edges without 
an arrow can be chosen arbitrarily, and ir( and ~ are two arc-3-cyclic tournaments. 
Proof. Since iF is arc-3-cyclic, 7" is strong. If ir is not 2-connected, then we are done 
by Theorem 2.5. So we assume that T is 2-connected. 
If v ~ x is an arc of T, then /" contains an (x, y)-path of length 2 by the assumption 
that T is arc-3-cyclic. I fx  and y are not adjacent, then let P xx~. . .x ty  be a shortest 
(x,y)-path in T. Suppose t>~2. It is easy to check that P is an induced subdigraph 
of T. This means that T(V(P) I  = P. Since xx~ is in a 3-cycle, there exists a vertex z 
such that xl -~ z --+ x. Clearly, z ~ V(P). Because xl -~ {z, x2} and x ~ N(x2), we 
conclude that x2 ~ z. Successively, one can deduce that every vertex of P- -x  dominates 
z. So xl and y are adjacent, a contradiction to the fact that P is an induced subdigraph 
of T. Therefore, T always contains an (x,y)-path of length 2. 
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Suppose that T contains (x,y)-paths of  all lengths from 2 to k -  1, but T contains 
no (x,y)-path of  length k with 3<~k<~n - 1. Let P = ala2...ak be an (x,y)-path 
with x = al and ak = y. By Lemma 2.6, for every vertex v of  H = V(T - V(P)), 
there are two integers #(v),v(v) with 1 ~</~(v) < v(v)<~k such that N+(v)N V(P) = 
{al,a2 . . . . .  au(v)} and N-(v ) fq  V(P) = {av(v),av(v)+l . . . . .  ak}. In addition, T(H) is a 
tournament. Let Hi = {v[vEH,  IN+(v) N V(P)] = i} and 
= min{ i lH  i ¢ (~} and fl = max{ i lH i  ¢ 0}. 
Suppose ct < ft. Let uEH~ satisfy v(u)~v(u')  for each u'EH~ and let vEH/3 satisfy 
v(v)<<,v(v') for each v' EH#. Since xyf [E (T )  and the arc vx is in a 3-cycle, x ~ ap 
for some p satisfying v(v)<.p < k. Because yu is in a 3-cycle, there exists a vertex 
aq with 2~<q~<c~ such that aq ~ y. Obviously, c~<~v(v) - 2. 
Assume that v(u) -- a + 1. I f  p = q + 2, then we see that Xap... ak-luva2.., aqy or 
Xap... ak-lvua2.., aqy is a path of  length k, a contradiction to the assumption that T 
contains no (x,y)-path of  length k. So we assume p>~q + 3. I f  q < ~, then 
Xap...ak-lVaq+2...ap-lUa2...aqy 
is of  length k, a contradiction. I f q = a, then Xap...ak-lVaq+l ...ap-2Ua2...aqy is of 
length k, a contradiction. 
Assume thus that v(u)>>-~ + 2. This implies that a~+l is not adjacent o any ver- 
tex of H~. Since Hi --~ a~+l for all i > ct and T(H) is a tournament, we see that 
Ha ~ Hi. In particular, u ~ v. Because uv is in a 3-cycle, there is a vertex z with 
v ~ z ~ u. Clearly, z = at for some f satisfying v(u)<~f~fl. But now, the path 
Xap... ak-lVaq+2.., ap-lua2.., aqy is of  length k, a contradiction. 
It follows from the discussion above that c~ = ft. This means that all vertices of  H 
have the same out-neighbors in P. By using this conclusion and considering the con- 
verse digraph of  T, it can be shown that all vertices of  H also have the same in- 
neighbors in the (x,y)-path P. Let 
I~=max{i la iEN+(H)} ,  v=min{ i la iEN- (H)} ,  
A = {al,a2 . . . . .  au} and B = {av, a~+l . . . . .  ak}. 
Then it holds that N-(H)  M V(P) = B ~ H --* A = N+(H) M V(P). Since T is a 
2-connected local tournament, T(A) and T(B) are two subtoumaments of T, each of  
which contains at least two vertices. 
Let p = max{/ [x  ~ ai} and q = min{ j  I aj --~ y}. Since each of  the arcs from H to x 
or from y to H is in a 3-cycle and xy~E(T) ,  2<<,q<<.# and v<~p<~k - 1 hold. 
It is obvious that H is either a single vertex or T(H) is an arc-3-cyclic subtoumament 
of  T which consists of  at least three vertices. Clearly, i f  [HI ~> 3, then T(H) contains 
a Hamiltonian cycle. 
I f  [H[>~p- q, then the subdigraph T(H U {ak-l,a2}) contains an (ak- l ,az) -path 
of  length p - q + 1; when we combine such a path with the paths Xap... ak-i and 
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az . . .aqy ,  we obtain an (x,y)-path of length k, a contradiction. So we have 
l~]H l<~p-  q -  1. (1) 
This implies that k >~ 5. 
In the following proof, if an (x, y)-path of length k has been found, we do not repeat 
that one obtains a contradiction. 
Case 1: v>~p + 2. 
From Lemma 2.7(c), we conclude that v = p + 2. Furthermore, A ~ a~,+l --+ B, 
N+(a l , )NB = {au+e} and N-(a ,+z)AA = {a~}. It follows that p~>/~+3 and q~</l-1. 
Suppose that IHI )3  and Zl,Z2 are two vertices of H with zl ~ z2. If p = # + 3, 
then xas,+3 . . .ak lzlzza2a3 . . .a~+ly  is of  length k. If p>~# + 4, then 
Xap . .. ak-  lzl aq+l aq+2 • • • ap-2 J J2a2  • •.  aqy 
is a path of  length k. 
Suppose now that [H I = 1. We note that T contains three internally disjoint (x ,y) -  
paths PI = xa2. . ,  aqy ,  P2  = xau+ly and P3 = xap. . .ak - ly .  From the assumption that 
T is 2-connected and Proposition 2.4, we conclude that T contains no Hamiltonian 
path from x to y if and only if T is isomorphic to T81 if x, y are not adjacent, and T 
is isomorphic to T~ if y---+x. 
Case 2: v=#+l .  
By Lemma 2.7(a), N+(a~)nB = {ai,+l } or N-(au+1)nA = {au}. Assume without 
loss of generality that N+(a , )A  B = {a,+l} (otherwise, we consider the converse 
digraph of T). By Lemma 2.7(b), T(B} contains a unique (ai,+l, y)-path. 
Since N+(a l , )N  B = {ai,+l } and aq----+ y, there are some arcs from A - {al, at,} to 
B - {a~,+l }. Let 
{ = max{i I 1 < i< #, ai EN-({a~,+2 . . . . .  ak})} 
and let a/am be an arc of T with m =max{j la<---~aj  }. Recall that F= T({ae+t . . . . .  a~,}) 
is a subtournament of T, since T(A) is a tournament. From the definition of [ and the 
fact that every arc from H to F is in a 3-cycle, we conclude that 
F---+a~**l and N+(F)  n (B  - {a1,+¿}) = (3. (2) 
Let F1 . . . . .  F;. (7>~1) be the strong decomposition of F. In the following proof, we 
always note that either Fi consists of a single vertex or it contains a Hamiltonian cycle 
for each i satisfying 1 ~< i ~<,2. 
If there is a vertex aj with l~<j < [ such that a jEN- (F I ) ,  then we obtain an 
(x, y)-path of  length k in the order of 
al, .  . . ,aj,F1 . . . .  ,F:,,a,+l . . . . .  am-L,z, aj+l,. . . ,ag, am . . . .  ,ak, 
where z is an arbitrary vertex of  H. Thus, we have that 
F| ~ {al . . . . .  a/ - i} .  (3) 
Let z be a vertex of H. We consider the following subcases. 
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Subcase 2.1 : 3' >1 3. 
Since every arc uv from F 1 to F/ is in a 3-cycle, there exists a vertex w with 
v ---+ w ---+ u. From (2) and (3), we conclude that w = as. This implies that ~ 
ae ~ Fi for all i/>2. Since every arc from F2 to F3 is in a 3-cycle, there is a vertex 
vEN+(F3)NN- (F2) .  Because ofF2 ---~ ae and (2), v = aj for somej  < (. But now, the 
two paths, obtained in order of a l . . . . .  a j, F2 ,  a~+ 1 . . . . .  am- t, z, ai+ 1 . . . . .  at, am . . . . .  ak and 
in order of  z, F i ,F3 . . . . .  F,,,a~,, respectively, satisfy the conditions of  Proposition 2.2, 
and hence T contains an (x, y)-path of  length k. 
Subcase 2.2:7  = 2. 
Similar to the proof in Subcase 2.1, we deduce that 
F2- -+ar -~F1.  (4) 
Suppose that T contains an arc aiau+l with 1 ~<i < [. Then the two paths, obtained 
in the order of al . . . . .  ai, au+l , . . . ,am 1,z, a i+ l , . . . ,@,am . . . . .  ak and in the order of  
z, F i ,  F2, at,  respectively, satisfy the conditions of  Proposition 2.2, and hence T contains 
an (x,y)-patb of  length k. So we have 
N- (a~+l )  A {al . . . . .  a t - l}  = O. (5) 
This implies that p)p  + 2, and hence [B[ ~>3. 
Suppose now that T contains an arc aiaj with l~ i<{ and # + 1 < j<m.  Since 
{at, am-~}---~am, the two vertices at and am-I are adjacent. No matter whether at--~ 
am-I or am-1 ---+ ae, we deduce from (2) and (4) that am-1 ---+ F1, and hence an 
(x,y)-path obtained in the order of 
a l , . . . , a i ,  a j , . . . , am- i ,F l , f f2 ,a ,u+l , . . . , a i  1,z, a i+ l , . . . ,a t ,  am, . . . ,ak  
is of length k. 
So we have proved that there is no arc from {al . . . . .  a t - i}  to {au+l . . . . .  am- j} .  
It follows that # + 2 ~<m ~<p < k. Furthermore, aef~N- (y )  by the definition of  m, and 
hence 2 ~< q < [. 
Suppose that ap E N(F2) .  We deduce from (2) that ap ---+ F2. I f  p < k - 1, then 
it is straightforward to verify that ai --4 F 2 for each i satisfying p < i < k. So, by 
the assumption ap C N(Fe) ,  it holds always that ak-1 ~ F2. Using (3), we obtain an 
(x,y)-path of  length k in the order of 
x, ap . . . .  ,a,~-l ,F2,a~,+l, . . . ,ap 1,z, aq+l , . . . ,a t ,  F l ,a2 . . . .  ,aq, y. 
Suppose now that ap ~ N(F2). By (2) and the fact that the tournament T(B) contains 
a unique (au+j,y)-path, it is not difficult to check that [B[ = 3, and hence p = m = 
# + 2 = k -  1. Because of  #~>3, we see from (2) and (3) that F1 ---+ {a2,ak-2}, and 
hence a2 and ak-2 are adjacent. We conclude from (5) that ak-2 -+ a2. Thus, a path 
obtained in the order of  x, ak - l , z ,  aq+l . . . . .  at,F1,F2,  ak-2,a2 . . . . .  aq, y is of length k. 
This completes the proof for this subcase. 
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Subcase 2.3:7 = 1. 
Suppose first that p = /2 + 1. If a2 ~ N+(F1), then a path obtained in the or- 
der of x, ap . . . .  ,am_l,Z, f l , az , . . . ,a / ,am . . . .  ,ak - l , y  is of length k. So the vertex a2 
dominates Fl .  Combining this conclusion with (3), we have / = 2. From the definition 
of  p and the fact that every arc aiz (p  < i<~k) is in a 3-cycle, we deduce that a2 + (B -  
{a I, } ). Because a2 -+ F10(B-  {ap }) and T is a local tournament, (B -  {ap}) -+ Fi holds 
by (2). 
Assume k/> p + 2. Since T(B} has a unique (ap, y)-path and x does not dominate y, 
every arc from y to F1 is not in a 3-cycle, a contradiction. Therefore, k = p + 1. 
Because of x---+ {a2, ah.-l}, a2 and ak-1 are adjacent. Here, we note that the direction 
of  the arc between a2 and at I can be arbitrary. So we have shown that T is isomorphic 
to a ~6-type digraph (see Fig. 3, where T( and ~ are two arc-3-cyclic subtournaments 
of T). 
Suppose now that p~>/~ +2.  We first consider the case ]BI~>4. Since TIB ) is a 
tournament containing a unique (a ,+l ,y) -path,  ak L -~a~+l.  By (2), we conclude that 
ak- i  --~ F1. If q = f, then we obtain an (x, y)-path of length k in the order of 
x, ap,. . .  ,ak_l ,F~,a1,+l , . . .  ,ap_ l ,z ,  a2 . . . .  ,af ,  y. 
If q </ ,  then, by (3), we obtain an (x,y)-path of length k in the order of 
x, ap . . . .  ,ak 1,a l~+l , . . . ,ap- l ,z ,  aq~l , . . . ,a / ,F i ,a2 , . . . ,aq ,y .  
Therefore, ]B[ -- 3. It follows that p = k - 1. 
We note that y - - ,  ak-2, and hence y--~ F1 by (2). Since every arc from y to Fi 
is in a 3-cycle, there is a vertex v with vEN+(F~)AN (y) .  By (2), we see that 
r = a~ for some t satisfying q<<.t<<.f. If t := ~, then a /EN+(F1)  F~N-(F I ) .  Because 
of {a/,ak 1} ----+ y, the two vertices a/ and ak- i  are adjacent, and hence ak- i  CN(F I  ). 
By (2), we have ak- i - -+ Fi .  Thus, a path obtained in the order of 
x, ak i , F i ,ak_2 ,z ,  a2 , . . . ,a / ,  y 
is of length k. Therefore, t < (. This implies that ,/>/3. Now we shall show that 
N (a~,-2) N {al . . . . .  a/ 2} = 13. Suppose, on the contrary, that ai --' ak 2 for some 
i<~/- -2 .  Then F I -~  a~+l by (3), and hence a path obtained in the order of 
a l , . . . ,a i ,ak_2 , . . .~am_ l ,Z ,  F l ,a i+ l , . . . ,a f ,  am,...,(.Ik 
is an (x,y)-path of length k. Therefore, N--(ak z )A  {al . . . . .  a / -2}  = 0. Furthermore, 
a~-2--~ {al . . . . .  a / -2}  by (2) and (3). 
I f / )4 ,  then the path xak- l zaq+laq÷2. . .ak -za2 . . .aqy  is of length k. Thus, we have 
/ =3,  and hence q=t=2.  
If al ~ a3 (ak-2---+ a2, respectively), then a lasa4 . . .ak - l za2ak  (alak i za3" . .ak -2  
a2ak, respectively) is an (x,y)-path of length k. So, we have a3--+al and a2---~ak 2. 
Since every arc from FI to x is in a 3-cycle, ak- l  --~ FI. If  [V(Ft)]>~3, then 
xak- lak -3ak  2za3a4. . .ak -4azy  is of length k. Thus, k = 7. If as ~ y, then xa6a4asza2 
a3y is of length 7. So we have y--~a3 and hence m - 6. 
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In the case ]HI >~2, we see that xa6a4aszzta2y is of length 7, where zz' is an arbitrary 
arc in D(H). Therefore, T contains exactly eight vertices with [H I = 1. 
Since x ~ {az,a6}, a2 and a6 are adjacent, but the direction of the arc between 
a2 and a6 is arbitrary. Similarly, since {a3,as}---, al, a3 and a5 are adjacent, and the 
direction of the arc between a3 and a5 is arbitrary. Hence, T is isomorphic to a ~- type  
digraph. [] 
From Theorem 3.1 and the properties of the counterexamples, one can easily prove 
the following corollaries. 
Corollary 3.2. Let T be a connected, arc-3-cyclic local tournament and x, y two dis- 
tinct vertices of T with xy ~ E(T). Then T contains an (x,y)-path of length k for 
each k >~ 2 if and only if T has a Hamiltonian path from x to y. 
Corollary 3.3. Let T be a connected, arc-3-cyclic local tournament. Then there is at 
most one pair of vertices x, y with xy ~[E(T) such that T contains no (x, y)-path of 
length k for some k>~2, unless T is isomorphic to one member of {T~,T2}. 
Corollary 3.4. Let T be a connected, arc-3-cyclic local tournament. Then T is gen- 
eralized arc-pancyclic, unless T is isomorphic to one member of {T l, T~} or to a 
~- type  digraph or to a ~6-type digraph. 
Corollary 3.5. Let T be a local tournament. Then T is generalized arc-pancyclic if 
and only if T is arc-3-cyclic and for any pair of vertices x, y with xy ~E(T),  there 
is a Hamiltonian path from x to y. 
By Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4, we obtain the following two results due to Bu and 
Zhang [7]. 
Corollary 3.6 (Bu and Zhang [7]). At most one arc of a connected arc-3-cyclic local 
tournament is not pancyclic. 
Corollary 3.7 (Bu and Zhang [7]). Let T be a connected, arc-3-cyclic local tourna- 
ment. Then T is arc-pancyclic, unless T is isomorphic to T 2 or to a ~- type  digraph 
or to a ~6-type digraph. 
If we only consider the arc-pancyclicity of tournaments, then the following results 
are obvious. 
Corollary 3.8 (Tian, Wu and Zhang [19]). At most one arc of an arc-3-cyclic tour- 
nament is not pancyclic. 
Corollary 3.9 (Tian, Wu and Zhang [19]). Except for ~6-type digraphs and ~2-type 
digraphs, every arc-3-cyclic tournament is arc-pancyclic. 
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Fig. 4. ~-type digraph. 
Corollary 3.10 (Wu, Zhang and Zou [20]). Let T be a tournament on n vertices. 
Then T is arc-pancyclic if and only if T is arc-3-cyclic and arc-n-cyclic. 
4. Strongly path-panconnected local tournaments 
We first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let T be an arc-3-anticyclic local tournament and v a vertex of T. 
I f  N - (v )  ~ 0 (N+(v) ~ O, respectively), then T(N-(v))  (T(N+(v)), respectively) 
contains a 3-cycle. 
Proof, It is clear that T(N-(v))  is a toumament. Let u be a vertex of the terminal 
component U of T(N-(v)) .  Because the arc uv has a bypath of length 2, there exists 
a vertex w with u ~ w ~ v. Clearly, w must belong to U. Since U is strong and 
it contains no 2-cycle, U is a strong tournament on at least three vertices. Therefore, 
U (and hence T(N-(v) ) )  contains a 3-cycle (see [17]). Similarly, we can show that 
T(N+(v)) also contains a 3-cycle if N+(v) ~ O. [] 
In the next theorem, we determine when a connected, strongly arc-3-cyclic local 
tournament is strongly path-panconnected. 
Theorem 4.2. Let T be a connected, strongly arc-3-cyclic local tournament on n 
vertices. I f  x and y are two distinct vertices of T, then T contains an (x, y)-path of 
length k for each k >~ 2, unless T is isomorphic to a ~3-type digraph or to one member 
of {T81, T8 2 } or to a ~18-type digraph, where x, y are the correspondin9 vertices in the 
definitions. 
Proof. It is clear that T is strong. I f  T is not 2-connected, then, by Theorem 2.5, 
T is isomorphic to a ~3-type digraph, where T1 and T2 are strongly arc-3-cyclic 
tournaments. So we may assume that T is 2-connected. 
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Suppose that xy ~ E(T).  By Theorem 3.1, T contains no (x,y)-path of length k for 
some k~>2 if and only if T is isomorphic to one member of {~l, ~2} or to a c~6-type 
digraph or to a ~2-type digraph. 
Since every 26-type or ~8:-type digraph contains a vertex having exactly two out- 
neighbors, T is not isomorphic to a ~6-type or a ~- type  digraph by Lemma 4.1. 
Therefore, T contains an (x,y)-path of length k for each k~>2, unless T is isomorphic 
to one member of  { Ts 1 , T~ 2 }. 
It remains to show that every arc of T has bypaths of all lengths if T is not 
isomorphic to Ts 2 or to a ~- type  digraph. 
By the assumption of  the theorem, T contains an (x,y)-path of length 2. Suppose 
that T contains (x, y)-paths of all lengths from 2 to k -  1, but T contains no (x, y)-path 
of  length k with 3<~k<~n- 1. Let P = ala2.. .ak be an (x,y)-path with x = al and 
ak = y. According to Lemma 2.6, for every vertex v of  H = V(T - V(P)), there are 
two integers /~(v), v(v) with 1 ~/~(v) < v(v) ~< k such that 
N-(v )  71 V(P) = {av(~:),ar(~.)+l . . . . .  ak} and N+(v) 71 V(P) -- {al,a2 . . . . .  a~0,)}. 
Moreover, T{H) is a subtournament of T. By Lemma 4.1, x has at least three out- 
neighbors. It follows that k~>4. Let / / i  = {v lvEH,  IN+(v)N V(P)I = i} and 
= min{i lHi  ¢ 0} and [4 = max{i lH  i ¢ 0}. 
Then 1 ~<c~</~<k-  1. 
In the following, we shall show that if c~ < fl, then there is always an (x, y)-path of  
length k. 
Let u E H~ satisfying v(u) <<. v(u') for each u' E H~ and let v E H/~ satisfying v(v) <~ v(v') 
for each v t C H/~. 
Suppose v(u) ~> ~+2. Because of Hi --~ a~+l for all i > ~, H~ --~/4/ for all i > c~. Since 
every arc from H~ to H/~ is in a 3-cycle, [3>>.v(u) holds. Clearly, T({a~,a2 . . . . .  a~}) 
and T({av(,),a~.(,l+~ . . . . .  a~}) are two subtoumaments. Because u ~ x --~ y and every 
vertex ai with c~ < i < v(u) is not adjacent o u, we have x--~ {a~+l . . . . .  av(,)-m} ---, y. 
I f  c~>2, then a~ --~ aj for some j>~v(v) since the arc va~ is in a 3-cycle. Hence, 
ala~+la~+2...aj- lua2...a~aj.. .ak 
is an (x, y)-path of  length k. I f  c~ = 1, then there is a vertex a such that x ---, a --~ a2 
because the arc xa2 has a bypath of length 2. It is easy to verify that a = ai for some 
i satisfying 4~<i < v(u). So the path xa4a5 . . .ak- luva2y is of length k. Therefore, we 
may assume that v(u) = ~ + 1. Similarly, it may be assumed that v(v) = [3 + 1. 
Suppose that ~ = l. If  Hi contains a vertex u' with v(u') > v(u) = 2, then let 
Hlj = {z ]zEH1,  a2 -+ z} and H12 = H1-  Hi1. By the same arguments as above, 
we conclude that Hll ~ H12 ~ H[~ and x ---+ {a2, a3,...,a,.(,,)_l } --+ y. Since xa2 has 
a bypath of length 2, v(u ' ) )5  holds. Because a2a3 has a bypath of  length 2, there 
exists a vertex a with a2 ~ a --~ a3. It is clear that a = ai with 5~<i < v(ut). Now we 
see that xas. . .ak luutva2y is a path of  length k. So we assume that az --~ HI. Since 
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T is 2-connected, there is an arc from Hi to H^. for some 7~>2. Assume without loss 
of generality that uv ~ is such an arc. Since a2a3 has a bypath of length 2, there is a 
vertex at with t >~ 5 such that a2 --~ at -~ a3. This implies that k >~ 5. Because a4u is in 
a 3-cycle, there is a vertex a such that u -+ a --, a4. I facH,  then xa2uaa4. . .ak  I)' is 
a path of length k. If a ~ H,  then a = x and xa4 . . .  a t -  1 m/a2at  . . .  ak -  I Y is of  length k. 
Therefore, we may assume that ~>~2. It follows that H -~ {al,a2}. 
Similarly, one can assume that {ak i,ak} --~ H. 
According to Lemma 4.1, x has at least three out-neighbors. Because of H --~ x, x 
dominates at, for some p with 3<<,p<~k-  1. Assume that 3<~p<~l l (v) .  Since vaf, i 
is in a 3-cycle, there is a vertex z with ap--i ~ z ~ t. If z C V(P ) ,  then z = a, for 
some i>~v(v)  and xaf, . . .a i - lua2  . . .ap - la i  . . . y  is a path of length k. So we consider 
the case z~H.  By the observation ~>2,  we have p>~4. Since yap_2 is in a 3-cycle, 
there is a vertex z ~ with ap 2 --~ z' --+ v. 
If z t ~H,  then the path xa2. . ,  ap_2Svapap+l . . ,  a~._ l Y is of  length k. If z ~ ~ H, then 
it is obvious that z' = aJ for some j>~v(v). Now we see that a la l , . . .a / _ l zca  2 . . .ap_  2 
a/...a~- is an (x, y)-path of length k. Hence, we may assume that v(v)~< p < k. By the 
same arguments, it can be assumed that aq ---+ y for  some q with 2~<q~</~(u). 
If p - q = 2, then Xap. . .ak  luva2 . . .aqy  or xap. . .ak  ivua2 . . .aqy  is a path of 
length k. So we assume that p -q>~3.  In the case aq+l -~ u, the path xa l , . . .ak  I 
Vaq~l . . .ap_2ua2. . .  aqy  is of  length k. In the other case u --~ aq+l, the path xat , . . ,  a~ I 
vaq+2 . . .  ap_ I ua2 . . .  aqy  is also of  length k. 
From the proof above and the assumption that T has no (x, y)-path of length k, we 
conclude that 2 = [L This means that all vertices of H have the same out-neighbors 
in P. Similarly, one can show that all vertices of H also have the same in-neighbors 
in P. Let 
/~ = max{ i la  iEN+(H)} ,  
A = {al,a2 . . . . .  a1~} and 
v=min{ i la i~N (H)},  
B = {a,,,a,+l . . . ak} .  
Then N-  ( H ) N V ( P ) = B ~ H ---+ A = N ~ ( H ) N V ( P ). By the assumption that T is 
2-connected, 2 <~/~ < v ~< k - 1 holds. 
We consider the following two cases. 
Case  1: v >~ tt + 2. 
According to Lemma 2.7 (c), v =/ J  + 2 and A ~ a~,+t -+ B. Furthermore. 
X- (ax+2)NA = {a,,} and N~(a l ,}NB= {a~,+2}. ( l )  
It follows from Lemma 2.7(b) that T(A) is a tournament containing a unique (x, at,)- 
path and T(B)  is a tournament containing a unique (al,.÷2, y)-path. 
Since a~,a1,+l has a bypath of length 2, there is a vertex ai with af, -+ ai -+ atoll. 
It is immediate that i~<#~ -2 .  This implies that /~ ~> 3. Similarly, it can be shown that 
k >~tt +4.  
Because a~ -+ {x,a~+2} and {aF,,y } ~ a~,+2, we have a~,+2 C N(x)  and a~, C N(y) ,  
respectively. Furthermore, we conclude from ( 1 ) that a~,, 2 ---+ x and y --+ a~. 
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Assume kt>~4. Let z be a vertex of  H.  Because o fx  ---* {a2,y}, a2 and y are adjacent. 
I f  a2 ---+ y, then the path xa~+la~+2 . . .ak- lza3a4. . .aua2y is of  length k. Therefore, 
y ~ a2. From the fact that za2 is in a 3-cycle and (1), we conclude that a2 ~ aj 
for some j with p + 2 < j  < k. But now, alal~+la~+2 .. .aj_lza3a4...aua2ajaj+l . . .ak 
is an (x, y)-path of  length k. Hence, /t = 3. Similarly, we can show that k = p + 4. It 
follows that k = 7. 
Suppose that a2 and a5 are adjacent. Then a5 ~ a2 by (1). Since a5 -* {x, a6}, x 
and a6 are adjacent. If  x --~ a6, then xa6za3asa2a4y is of  length 7. So we have a6 ---+ x. 
Because xa2 and asa6 have bypaths of  length 2, y ---, a2 and a2 --* a6, respectively. In 
addition, we see that a6 --* a3. 
I f  IH[ ~>2, then xaza6zlz2a3a4y is of  length 7 for any arc zlz2 in D{H).  Therefore, 
T is isomorphic to a ~- type  digraph on eight vertices. 
Suppose now that a2 and a5 are not adjacent. Then a2 --+ y. From the fact that the 
arc xa2 has a bypath of  length 2, we deduce that x ~ a6 --* a2. I f  a3 and a6 are 
adjacent, then a6 ---+ a3 by (1). But now, xa6a3a4asza2y is of  length 7. Hence, a3 and 
a6 are not adjacent. I f  IHI ~>2, then the path xa4asa6zzta2y is of  length 7, where z ~ EH 
with z ~ z ~. Hence, ]H I = 1 and T is isomorphic to T8 2. 
Case 2: v=p+l .  
According to Lemma 2.7(a), we may assume without loss of  generality that 
N+(a~) NB = {a~+l}. (2) 
From Lemma 2.7(b), T(B) is a tournament containing a unique (a~+l, y)-path. Let 
p = max{i la i  EN- (B  - al,+l)} and q = min{ j [p  + 2 <~j<~k, ap --~ aj}. 
Since y has at least three in-neighbors by Lemma 4.1, we have 1 < p < p. Let F = 
T({ap+l . . . . .  a~}) and let F l  . . . . .  F~ (c¢~> 1) be the strong decomposition o fF .  It is easy 
to see that F -~ al,+l and FI --~ ai for all i < p. 
Subcase 2.1: ~ >12. 
Since every arc from F1 to Fi (i~>2) is in a 3-cycle and F ~ a~+l, we conclude 
that ap ~ FI ~ Fi ~ ap. Assume 7 ~> 3. Since every arc from F2 to F3 is in a 3-cycle, 
there is a vertex ae CN- (F2)  with I~E < p. Thus, the two paths, obtained in the 
order of 
a l , . . . ,a t ,F2 ,ap+l , . . . ,aq_ l , z ,  af+l , . . . ,ap,  aq , . . . ,a  k
and in the order of  z, F1,F3 . . . . .  F~,ap, respectively, satisfy the conditions of  
Proposition 2.2, and hence T contains an (x, y)-path of  length k. Therefore, ~ = 2. 
It is a simple matter to verify that a~+~ is adjacent o every vertex of  A. I f  there 
exists a vertex ae with 1 ~<( < p such that ae ~ a~+l, then the two paths, obtained 
in the order of  a~ . . . .  ,a~,a~+l, . . . ,aq_l ,z ,a¢+l, . . . ,ap,  aq, . . . ,ak and in the order of 
z, F~, F2, ap, respectively, satisfy the conditions of  Proposition 2.2, and hence T contains 
an (x, y)-path of length k. Therefore, a#+l ~ ai for all i < p. Because of  a~+l ~ au+2, 
a~+2 and ap-1 are adjacent. I f  au+2 ~ ap_~, then we deduce from F1 --~ ap-1 and (2) 
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that au+2 ---, F1. Otherwise, au+e and ap are adjacent. From F2 ~ ap --~ F1, we conclude 
that there exists an arc between au+2 and F, and hence aF~+2 ~ F1. It follows that 
(B  - a/,+l ) --~ F i  in any case. 
According to Lemma 4.1, x ~ am for some m with 3<~m<<.k-  t. It is clear that 
am (f V(F1 ) U {au+l }. 
Suppose first that # + 2~<m~<k-  1. Recalling Lemma 4.1, y has at least three 
in-neighbors. From the observations that y has exactly one in-neighbor ak-i in A and 
no in-neighbor in F, we see that a: --+ y for some : satisfying 2 ~< : ~< p. If : = p, then 
the path obtained in the order of  x, a . . . . . .  ak - l , F i , F2 ,a~,+l  . . . . .  am- l , z ,  a2 . . . . .  ap, y is 
of length k. If : < p and ak-1 ---+ F2, then the two paths, obtained in the order of 
X, am . . . . .  ak i,F2,au+l . . . . .  am- l , z ,  a2 . . . . .  a : ,y  and in the order ofz,  a/+l .... , ap ,F i ,a / ,  
respectively, satisfy the conditions of  Proposition 2.2, and hence T contains an 
(x,y)-path of length k. I f  : < p and a~-i 74 F2, then ak-1 ~ N(F )  and k = 
# + 3. It follows that a~+l --~ a:.  However, the two paths, obtained in the order of 
xak_  j za2 . . .  a /y  and in the order of z, a:+ l, F~, [:2, au+l a/ ,  respectively, satisfy the condi- 
tions of Proposition 2.2, and hence T contains an (x, y)-path of  length k. Therefore, x
has no out-neighbor in B - {y}. 
Suppose next that 3 ~<m ~< p. Since the arc za m_l is in a 3-cycle and a~,+l --~ ai for 
all i < p,  am-~ ~ as for some :>~# + 2. But now, the (x,y)-path obtained in the 
order of x ,a  . . . . . .  ap, F l , Fz ,  au+l . . . . .  a : - l , z ,  az . . . . .  am- l ,a : ,  . . . .  ak is of length k. 
Finally, we suppose that am E V(F2) .  If  F2 contains at least two vertices, then the 
two paths, obtained in the order of a l ,am,a~+l , . . . ,aq - l , z ,  a2 , . . . ,ap ,  aq , . . . ,ak  and in 
the order of z, F1 ,F2 -  am, ap, respectively, satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.2, 
and hence T contains an (x, y)-path of length k. So we assume that/72 consists of the 
unique vertex a m. By Lemma 4.1, am has at least three out-neighbors. It follows that 
a m --+ a~ for some i with 2 ~< i ~< p-  1. This implies that p >~ 3. Thus, a path obtained 
in the order of  
al ,am,  al~+l , . . . , aq_ l , z ,F l ,a2 , . . . ,ap ,aq , .  . . ,ak  
is an (x, y)-path of  length k. 
Subcase  2.2: ~ = 1. 
It is easy to check that a~+l ~ ai for all i<<.p - 2 if p~>3. We first consider the 
case a/,+2 E N(F) .  From the definition of the integer p, we deduce that au+2 --~ F ,  
and hence ai ---4 F for all i ~> # + 2. 
Let m = max{i [ 2 < i < k, x ~ a i} .  According to Lemma 4.1, the integer m is well 
defined. 
Suppose that m~># + 2. We define : = max{jl2<<.j<<.p, aj ~ y} .  If  : = p, then 
the path Xam . . . ak - lap+lap+2 . . . am- lZa2  . . .apy  is of  length k. So we have : < p. 
If k j>#+4,  then xam . . . ak - lau+l  . . . am- - l za2 . . .a :y  and a path obtained in the order 
of  z, a:+l . . . . .  ap ,F ,a :  form an (x,y)-path of length k by Proposition 2.2. 
Assume thus that k = # + 3. I f  :~<p-  2 or :>~3, then we can easily find an 
(x,y)-path of length k. Hence, p = 3 and : = 2. But now, N-(y )  = {a l ,a2 ,ak - i}  
does not induce a 3-cycle, a contradiction to Lemma 4.1. 
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Suppose now that m --- # + 1. It is a simple matter to verify that p = 2 and a2 ---, F.  
Furthermore, a2 ~ ai for all i~ i t  ÷ 2. Since N+(x) =- {az,a~+l,y) induces a 3-cycle, 
we have y ~ a~+l --~ a2. Hence, k>~p + 3. Because azai~+2 has a bypath of  length 2, 
k j>/t+4. But now, every arc from a~+3 to F has no bypath of  length 2, a contradiction 
to the assumption of  the theorem. 
Suppose thus that 3<~m<~p. Since zam_l is in a 3-cycle, am_ ! ---+ at for some 
t>~p + 1. I f  t~>p +2,  then we can easily find an (x,y)-path of  length k. So we have 
am-1--+ al~+l. It follows that m = p. Moreover, N+(x)= {a2,ap, y).  It is not difficult 
to see that N+(am_l) nB={a~,+l}  and au+l --+ai for all i<~p - 2. Since the two arcs 
ap-la~,+l and apa~+l have bypaths of  length 2, ap ~ au+l and ap-1 ~ aj for some 
j< .p -  2, respectively. It follows that p>~4. Because za2 is in a 3-cycle, a2----~ai for 
some i>~/~+2. But now, a path obtained in the order ofal ,ap,F,  a3 . . . . .  ap-l,a~+l . . . . .  
ai- l ,z,  a2,ai . . . . .  ak is an (x,y)-path of length k. 
Now we consider the other case that there is no arc between F and a/~+2. 
Since T(B) has a unique (a~,+l,y)-path, it is easy to see that IB[ --- 3. Further- 
more, q = k, ak-1 ~ ap, and hence ap ---+ F. I f  p ---- 2, then N-(y )  --- {al,a2, ak- l}  
does not induce a 3-cycle, a contradiction. Therefore, p~>3. Since {x, ak-1} 
---~y, we have x---~ak-l. It follows that ai --* ak-1 for all i<~p - 1. If  au+l ~ aM for 
some j with 2 ~<j ~< p, then a path obtained in the order of  a l . . . . .  a j_ I, ak-l ,z, F, a~+i, 
aj . . . . .  ap, ag is of  length k. Thus, ai ---+ at~+l for all i with 2<~i<~p. From the fact 
that a¢,+1 --~ aj for all j<~p - 2, we conclude that p --- 3 and as,+l ~ x. I f  a2 --+ 
y, then a path obtained in the order of  x, ak_l ,a3,ak_2,z,F,  a2,y is 
of  length k. So we have y ~ a2. Since N-(y )  = {al,a3,ak-1} induces a 3-cycle, 
a 3 ----~ x .  
I f  IH[ ~>2 and zi,z2 ~H with zl -~ z2, then one can obtain an (x,y)-path of length k, 
in the order of x, ak-l,zx,z2,F, a2, a3,y. Hence, ]H I = 1. Now we note that T is 
isomorphic to a c~-type digraph. [] 
As immediate consequences of Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following corollaries. 
Corol lary 4.3. Let T be a connected, strongly arc-3-cyclic local tournament. I f  x, y 
are two distinct vertices o f  T, then T contains an (x, y)-path 03" length k for  each 
k >1 2 i f  and only i f  T has a Hamihonian path from x to y. 
Corol lary 4.4. Let T be a local tournament. Then T is strongly path-panconnected 
if  and only i f  T is strongly arc-3-cyclic and for any two distinct vertices x, y with 
yx ~ E(T) ,  T has a Hamiltonian path f rom x to y. 
Corol lary 4,5. Let T be a connected, strongly arc-3-cTclic local tournament on n 
vertices. Then T is strongly path-panconnected if  and only i f  T is not isomorphic to 
a ~3-type digraph or to one member o f  {T81, Ts 2 } or to a ~- type  digraph. 
Corollary 4.5 immediately implies the next result due to Bu and Zhang [8]. 
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Coro l la ry  4.6 (Bu and Zhang [8]). Let T be a connected, strongly arc-3-cyclic local 
tournament on n vertices. Then T is strongly arc-pancyclic, unless T is isomorphic 
to a 23-type digraph or to T~ 2 or to a ~- type  diqraph. 
If we only consider  the strong arc-pancycl ic i ty of  tournaments ,  then it is easy to 
obtain the fo l lowing results f rom Corol lar ies 4.4 and 4.5 or Corol lary 4.6, respectively. 
Coro l la ry  4.7 (Zhang [21]). Let T be a tournament on n ~ertices. Then T is strongly 
arc-panc3,clic ([ and only ![ T is strongly arc-3-cvclic and T is arc-n-anti~3:clic. 
Coro l la ry  4.8 (Zhang [21]). A tournament is strong O, arc-pancyclic !f and onh' (1 it 
is strongly arc-3-cyclic and it is not isomorphic to a c~3-type digraph. 
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